Are We Digital Dummies?
75563 DVD 43 min IS 2010 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 
Cyber Security
75182 DVD 21 min IS 2008 Mcintyre Films

Bill Gates: Sultan of Software
74405 DVD 50 min IS 1998 McCarney & Associates

Can You Hack It?
74937 DVD 22 min IS 2007 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

The Animators
74157 DVD 20 min JI 2005 Mcintyre Films

CBC-TV News in Review - Dec/2009
75395 DVD 60 min IS 2009 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

Cyber Ethics
75183 DVD 21 min IS 2008 Mcintyre Films

Cyber Safety
75184 DVD 19 min IS 2008 Mcintyre Films

E-Commerce
74612 DVD 30 min IS 2006 Visual Education Centre
Information Technology
74609 DVD
30 min IS 2006 Visual Education Centre
Each job featured in this series can be done by either men or women; however, they highlight women working in jobs traditionally done by men, mostly in trades and technology. This program features: Service Support Technician; Desktop Support Analyst; Software Developer.
No Other Versions Available

No One's Safe
74112 DVD
20 min IS 2005 McIntyre Films
Imagine a place in cyberspace, where every day tens of thousands of thieves congregate. Then imagine your financial information, bank accounts and credit card numbers, PINs and passwords all of it up for sale to the highest bidder.
No Other Versions Available

One Click From Danger
75482 DVD
30 min S 2008 Mcnabb/Connolly Films
Social networking sites are still relatively new but for teenagers, they have rapidly risen to become the digital equivalent of hanging out at the shopping mall, a place to meet and swap gossip and music. But beneath the fun façade of these sites lays a sinister threat: with teens increasingly giving out their personal details, they make themselves easy targets for sexual predators. Having heard firsthand how teenagers Ellie and Olivia were contacted by paedophile Ian Huntley on Myspace, who posed as a 26 year old woman wanting to be their virtual friend, the film goes undercover as 14 year old Jane and exposes the murky underworld of online sexual predators, and the alarming ease with which they operate.
No Other Versions Available

Online Business Trends
75209 DVD
22 min IS 2007 Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
After the 90s dot-com bubble burst, the web was a dangerous place to invest. But online business is on the rise again, inspiring thousands of inventive entrepreneurs. But just how easy is it to find a fortune on the web? As people all over the world use the internet more and more, the opportunities for e-business are huge, and Fortune Hunters has scoured the country for savvy entrepreneurs. In Montreal, Marisa Ramonda's eco-handbags.ca is an online retail outlet that sells purses and bags made of recycled materials. In Vancouver, David Verlee and his partners are using the internet to sell socks like a magazine subscription a new pair arrives every month. And in Toronto, Ali and Alex de Bold are the fortune hunters in the hottest part of the this trend: social networking.
No Other Versions Available

Protecting Your Identity
75145 DVD
20 min S 2005 Film Ideas Inc.
This program provides all the information necessary for protecting yourself from identity theft. The well-aimed message includes a step by step explanation of the problem, the possible defenses, and important solutions for keeping your personal identity protected.
No Other Versions Available

Sticks and Stones, The Web
75536 DVD
70 min IS 2009 Sticks and Stones - Brandon DeMarco is an average teenager - just another face in a crowded suburban High School. Lindsay Boone is one of the most popular girls in her grade - smart, pretty, friends with everyone else around her it seems. When she needs help in one of her classes she turns to Brandon - and they begin talking regularly online - quickly becoming secret friends, and maybe something more. But after a very public confrontation with Lindsay's boyfriend Corey, Brandon immediately becomes an easy target for harassment. Embarrassing rumors and vicious taunts spread like a wildfire through his school. As